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Automatic Feeding
Take care of  your  pet's  proper  nutrition with the PetWant  F4-LCD automatic  food feeder.  New technologies  are helping in  the lives of
every household member, now including pets - simply set the meal dosage to 4 per day and the number of servings to ensure your pet
has consistent and proper access to food.
 
Wireless power supply
With the Karma F4 - LCD feeder, you won't have to worry about running out of power. In addition to the power supply, you have options
to put batteries in the feeder in case there is a power outage in your absence. Your pet will always have access to food.
 
Matched to your pet
F4-LCD is designed to be mounted on your pet's cage or pen. This way, your pet will always associate where their food is. The feeder's
reservoir can hold as much as 2.3L of dry food to feed pets of different sizes without the need to overfeed.
 
Intuitive display
The built-in LCD display is very easy to use - just like an electronic watch. You can easily program the dosage of portions and at what
time it will be done.
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Feeder strength
Thanks to the F4-LCD's high motor force, feed size doesn't matter - feed portions will always be fed regularly and without interruption.
You won't worry about overfeeding or having too small portions for your pet.
 
Execution:
ABS+PP
Dimensions
230x215x400mm
Capacity
2.3L
Weight
1.35kg
Purpose
Dry food
Power supply
5V 1A

Preço:

€ 61.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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